Effects of vibration and passive resting on muscle stiffness and restitution after submaximal exercise analyzed by elastography
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Purpose: The research aimed to assess the influence of vibration therapy on acceleration of muscles regeneration process after physical effort. Verification of the pace of motor capabilities recovery in fatigued muscles was performed with the use of the measurement method applying shear-wave elastography. It took into account a change in muscle stiffness affected by created passive stresses and accompanying deformations connected with muscles work above their resting length.

Methods: The research included 42 young males aged 20–24. They all were a homogeneous group regarding body build indices (body height 175.4 ± 8.1 cm; body mass 75.5 ± 8.32 kg) and the level of physical activity. Muscles of lower limbs (hip and knee joints extensors and flexors plantaris) were subject to submaximal exercise of the auxotonic muscle work character after a 90 s warm-up. The exercise comprised 20-fold overcoming the load at the level of 75% of maximal strength abilities without rest, by alternating between extension and flexion of lower limbs joints at the leg press placed at 45° angle upward and monitoring of angle setting of lower limbs joints. The post-exercise restitution used a vibration stimulus of variable frequency ranging from 20 to 50 Hz and amplitude of 0.5 mm, and passive resting in the control group. For an objective assessment of the applied vibration effect, a 5-fold measurement of rectus femoris muscles stiffness of both limbs at the middle of venter took place after each stage of the experiment.

Results: After warm-up, a considerable increase of the examined muscles stiffness, that did not vary significantly, was observed. In the DW experimental group (vibration massage), where post-exercise restitution was enhanced by vibration, significantly lower values of muscle stiffness were registered after each of the post-exercise regeneration stages in relation to the DB control group (passive rest). After the I regeneration stage, a value of the Δσr1-s variable (\( p < 0.05 \)) lower by 16% was noticed in favour of the group enhanced by vibration. Whereas, values of muscles stiffness after the II stage of regeneration, Δσr2-s were by 14% lower in favour of DW group (\( p < 0.005 \)). Conclusions: Enhancement of the post-exercise relaxation of muscles by vibration treatment significantly lowered the values of post-exercise muscles stiffness and turned out to be a more effective method of restitution than passive resting. Recovery of the level of muscles stiffness from before the exercise was much slower in the control group than in the one enhanced by vibration. The improved method of muscle stiffness measurement with the use of shear-wave elastography with a special head attachment turned out to be a useful tool to assess post-exercise muscles restitution.
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1. Introduction

Intensive physical activity leads to fatigue resulting in worsening of exercise capacity demonstrated by lowered intensity and efficiency of muscles work. In the case of maximal physical effort, the feeling of fatigue occurs already in the first seconds [25]. So far, many differentiated and objective methods of assessing the fatigue levels have been characterised [11].

Fatigue is a common phenomenon in sport. It subsides after properly long rest, frequently enhanced by biological regeneration of the organism. Different techniques and methods are used to increase efficiency of the post-exercise restitution process. One of the criteria for assessment of the applied resting method is ex-
amining whether it causes faster organism recovery than passive rest [4].

Currently, the most commonly applied forms of biological regeneration comprise of sauna, cryotherapy, steam baths, hydro massage, pearl bath, whirlpool bath and massage. Especially massage has gained recognition in sport. Many leading athletes from different disciplines believe that this type of treatment supports organism after training effort and competitions.

Most of the applied methods of body biological regeneration concerns effects after a finished training. In the view of each training unit efficiency, the key issue is restoration of motor capabilities after subsequent exercise series that can shorten breaks between the series while simultaneously maintaining ability to develop high motor efficiency of the organism in subsequent repetition of applied training exercises.

The way the mechanical vibrations (WBV) applied in the present study affect the organism is close to a classical massage using vibration techniques. Vibration causes an increase of blood vessels volume, which facilitates blood flow in processes removing harmful substances and delivering oxygen to fatigued tissues [7]. Oscillations of surface tissue make the deeper tissues oscillate as well, thus accelerating metabolism. Vibration can facilitate absorption of any substances in tissues and secretion of substances from tissues to blood. It has a stimulating effect on secretory activity of all glands and causes an increase of muscle tissue, its elasticity and strength [3].

Vibration treatment can be applied to a single muscle, a muscles group and even the whole body. Recent studies suggest that vibrations can limit the phenomenon of delayed muscles soreness. Lau et al. [18] showed that a 30-minute-long vibration treatment after training was effective in suppressing DOMS (delayed onset muscle soreness) and restoring motion range of elbow joint flexors after eccentric muscles exercises. Some researchers who applied vibration training after physical effort claim that it positively affected muscles regeneration [23]. However, other authors [3], [10] suggest that application of vibrations within 24 hrs after exercise can cause additional loss of strength and inhibit the effect of biological regeneration in this period. The above-mentioned tests results indicate divergence of individual authors’ views concerning vibration therapy dedicated at biological regeneration of muscles that previously became fatigued. A significant issue affecting efficiency of vibrations can be the character and outline of the vibration treatment. Another essential matter seems to be search for an accurate, reliable and objective measurement tool enabling verification of researchers’ current views on effectiveness of vibration treatments in the process of post-exercise body biological regeneration.

It appears necessary to apply new measurements methods in researches to enable objective confirmation of applied techniques of biological regeneration efficiency.

Due to dual (active and passive) character of muscle response generated during eccentric work, the use of sEMG may not be sufficient. The ultrasound elastography, that uses the phenomenon of suppressing shear-wave by tissues, might become a promising method to verify current reports. Recently, there have been publications where authors applied elastography [6], [13] to assess biomechanical properties of muscle tissue.

Mechanical properties of the tissue can be described examining its deformation under the influence of an acting force [2]. Soft tissues get deformed under the influence of an external force. It is described by the Young’s modulus (E) which expresses a typical for the assessed biological material stress dependence (σ) on relative deformation (ε): $E = \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon}$, within flexible deformations described by the Hooke’s law.

Shear-wave elastography relies on deformation of tissue under the influence of remotely created force of acoustic effect and is a quantitative image of local alterations in tissue stiffness. Tissue deformations induce a shear wave spreading perpendicularly to the direction the subsequent acoustic impulses are produced in. The velocity of the shear wave is determined by correlation of subsequent images. After the velocity is defined, a shear modulus and then Young’s modulus are determined. The shear wave induced by the acoustic wave depends on viscoelastic properties of biological tissue [2]. As post-exercises and post-injury changes in muscles and tendons are connected with their biomechanical functions impairment, a search has been conducted since elastography was introduced in order to find clinical applications of the method to forecast risks of tissue injuries in athletes and to assess efficiency of physiotherapy or training both in a healthy and affected by a pathological process musculotendinous tissue.

The aim of the research was to compare the efficiency of two forms of resting (vibration effect and passive rest) within the scope of enhancing muscles regeneration after single submaximal effort. Another aim was to determine the influence of particular stages of pre-exercise regeneration on recovery of muscles stiffness to the optimal level obtained after warm-up.
2. Materials and methods

The tests included 42 males aged 20–24 of medium body height 175.4 ± 8.1 cm, body mass 75.5 ± 8.32 kg, who had not experienced orthopaedic injuries in the previous year or any other illnesses that could significantly affect the obtained measurements results.

Qualified persons participated in equal weekly physical activity connected with realization of the university curriculum and did not practise sport professionally. Moreover, they declared that in the last week since the beginning of tests they did not change considerably their lifestyle, dietary habits or undertake physical activity that could significantly influence measurements results that were taken during the tests. Before the measurements, the course of tests was precisely explained to participants and they delivered informed consent to take part in them. The Bioethical Commission approved the tests (KB/245/Fi).

The group of 42 persons was randomly divided into 2 groups of 21 people. The participants qualified to the DW group (kinetic exercise – vibration massage) underwent vibration massage following the original protocol described below. Whereas, solely passive rest was applied after physical effort for the participants in the DB control group (kinetic exercise – passive rest). Each group was tested by the same researchers with the use of the same measurement tools and following the same measurement procedures. The beginning of the experiment was preceded by a 10-minute rest in a relaxing position lying on the back on the examination coach. Then, in resting conditions (lying on the back) an initial measurement of muscle stress condition with the use of shear-wave elastography was performed. The examination followed the standards of the Polish Ultrasound Society [15].

Each participant started their activity with a standard warm-up consisting of alternate flexions and extensions in lower limbs joints on the leg press in a sitting position with the trunk set on the press back at 45° angle upward and settings of lower limbs joints as given above. Positions of sections in joints were monitored by a goniometer. In the starting position the lower limb was extended and the foot was in a neutral position (right angle between the foot and shin). During flexion in knee joints, the angle between the calf and thigh measured at internal side was 80° (0° – full extension; 80° maximal – flexion). The angle in hip joint was determined by flexion angles in knee joints and feet as well as individual dimensions of lower limbs sections. Constant angle setting in knee and ankle joints was enabled by adjustable construction of the leg press. Pelvis and the rest of the trunk were stabilised using lock belts.

Another measurement of muscle stiffness was taken after finished warm-up following all methodological determinants as in the first trial.

In order to assess the maximal level of strength abilities of lower limbs muscles generated altogether by extensors of hip and knee joints and flexors plantaris, an initial measurement of maximal strength in isometric contraction was taken after warm–up, lying on the back at a measuring stand with the press set at 45° angle upward and settings of lower limbs joints as given above.

In subsequent stage each of the participants was examined with submaximal physical effort particularly overloading muscle groups of lower limbs aiming at their fatigue. The effort comprised 20-times overcoming the load at the level of 75% of maximal strength abilities without rests, by alternate flexion and extension of lower limbs joints on the leg press in a sitting position (trunk set at 45° angle to the ground). Immediately after the trial, the muscle stress condition was assessed for the third time.

After the exercise, each participant took part in the first stage of rest. The regeneration time for each of the group was 20 min. The DW group members underwent vibration treatment in a position relaxing for lower limbs joints muscles. Oscillations were directed locally to extensors of hip and knee joints and flexor plantaris of both lower limbs. The carrier of vibration mattress was a dedicated armchair that enabled taking a set resting position. Whereas participants of the control group rested passively in the same position and in identical armchairs as DW persons.

Another (IV) stage of muscle stress measurement took place after 20 minutes of vibration treatment for DW group and passive rest for DB group.

The last (V) stage of assessing muscle stress in the examined muscle groups took place after subsequent 20 minutes of passive rest in both groups.

2.1. Vibration effect

Vibration massage of the muscles engaged in the effort was conducted during rest after submaximal exercise of a kinetic character. The experiment employed a vibration therapy device made by Vitberg. An original vibration programme was worked out for the purpose of the research and it generated differenti-
ated breaks in vibration stimulus effect lasting from 1 to 4 seconds during the whole 20-min-long treatment. The outline of vibration effect was directed at proper reactivity of muscle fibres [8]. The device generated oscillations of frequency ranged 20–50 Hz, of amplitude <0.5 mm. The tests involved the use of vibration mattress with an optional vibration module of total application surface allowing for simultaneous (without changing the position of the mattress and person) treatment for muscle groups of both lower limbs.

**2.2. Measurement of muscle tissue stress**

In order to assess results of the applied post-exercise regeneration, the selected muscles were examined with the use of shear-wave elastography. The tests were performed five times: before warm-up, before and after kinetic exercise, and after vibration exercise and passive rest. It was done with the Supersonic Aixplorer device with linear head SL18-5 (5–18 MHz) equipped with the function of elastographic assessment. The device uses the ultrasound system with the UltraFastTM platform that enables obtaining images 200 times faster than conventional ultrasound systems. Shear-wave elastography allows for measurement of tissues and blood flows in real time in reproducible way. The Q-BocTM pack included automatic tools calculating the required values of variables. The values of tissues stiffness were displayed on the screen both in units of waves propagation basic velocities [ms⁻¹], and also of pressure values [kPa] reflecting the tissue stiffness of the measurement area. The device head was placed at the middle of venter of rectus femoris. The obtained elastograms used a range of colours to present the condition of muscle tissue stress.

The ultrasound scanner head was set perpendicularly towards the assessed tissues, always in the same place marked at the middle of rectus femoris venter in right and left lower limb. The size of the measurement area was selected so that it was located inside the rectus femoris venter. In the conducted tests, the measurement area was a circle of 6 mm diameter, whereas the measurement was taken at 13 mm depth from the skin surface. Within the measurement area, the researchers avoided large blood vessels, bone and tendon structures. During the tests, the original attachment designed and 3D-printed with a profiled hole for the head applied for measurements was used. It enabled the researchers to avoid measurement errors connected with qualifications of the head operator. Differentiated pressure of the head onto skin was a serious drawback of the elaborations published previously [6], [13]. The space between the head and muscle venter was filled up with gel. No additional pressure of the head onto skin at the examination spot was applied. The pressure always equaled the weight of the head itself and amounted to 3N. All the above-listed factors caused reproducibility of the head setting during each measurement as well as maximal objectivization of the obtained results of soft tissues stiffness. The obtained ultrasound images of the examined areas of muscles were registered in the ultrasound scanner memory. For each measurement stage, 3 images of each limb were registered to read stress values from them, and next the mean value of muscle stress in both lower limbs was calculated. The value was then compared to the results of muscle stiffness obtained identically in subsequent measurement stages.

Fig. 1. Presentation of elastogram on the ultrasound device monitor. On the left – a visible greyscale image; on the right – a visible image in which the elastogram of the examined tissues is presented in colour scale.

Fig. 2. Measurement of muscle stress with the use of an attachment to hold the USG scanner head – right lower limb.
The results were statistically analysed with the use of the STATISTICA 13.3 PL software pack. The recorded changes in muscle stress values influenced by warm-up, exercise and both regeneration stages were used to determine growth of absolute values of mean muscle stiffness in relation to the initial values (measured before warm-up) in subsequent stages of the experiment. The significance of statistical differences between mean values of growths in muscle stresses recorded in subsequent stages was examined with the Friedman’s Anova test for reproducible measurement with the Dunn’s post-hoc test. Assessment of differences significance between mean values of analysed variables growths in both groups was performed with the use of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) applying the Tukey’s test. In case of lack of normal distribution or lack of variance homogeneity tested with Levene’s test, the Anova Kruskal–Wallis and Dunn’s post-hoc test were applied.

3. Results

In Figure 3, percentage values of changes in muscles stiffness between subsequent stages in relation to the initial value for each group taken as 100% are shown. In Figures 4 and 5, the obtained results of the Anova analysis for reproducible measurements in all the examined groups are presented.

After warm-up, a significant and similar increase of stiffness was observed in both groups. The results of statistical analyses indicate that in each group the mean growths of muscle stiffness \( \Delta \sigma_{w-s} \), caused by physical effort were statistically significantly higher compared to mean growths \( \Delta \sigma_{r0-s} \) registered after warm-up, \( p < 0.001 \). For the pair of variables \( (\Delta \sigma_{w-s} \text{ vs } \Delta \sigma_{r0-s}) \) in the DW group, a growth in muscle stress stiffness was recorded at the level of 2.1 kPa (Fig. 4), which meant about 14% growth in relation to the values of muscle stress observed directly after warm-up. In the DB control group the growth of muscle stiffness was almost identical at 2.2 kPa (Fig. 5) for analogous pair of variables which was about 16% change. In both DW \( (p < 0.05) \) (Fig. 4) and DB \( (p < 0.001) \) (Fig. 5), the registered changes in muscle stiffness values \( \Delta \sigma_{r1-s} \) after the first regeneration stage reached significantly lower values than after exercise \( \Delta \sigma_{rw-s} \), which indicates that 1 stage of
restitution only partially lowered muscles stiffness in relation to the initial state. However, a more visible effect of lowering muscle stiffness was observed in the experimental group than in the control one (Fig. 4).

Rest with vibration stimulation of muscles caused lowering stiffness below the level recorded after warm-up, completely eliminating the influence of post-exercise fatigue, whereas, when analysing values of changes after warm-up $\Delta \sigma_{r0-s}$ and the second regeneration stage $\Delta \sigma_{r2-s}$, statistically significant differences were observed only for the DW group ($p < 0.05$). The second stage of passive regeneration lowered muscle stiffness in the DW group to the level close to the idle value while in the control group – to the after warm-up level (Fig. 4).

The result of Friedman’s Anova test for reproducible measurements indicated occurrence of statistically significant differences between values of muscle stiffness growths after exercise $\Delta \sigma_{w-s}$, and each of the regeneration stages ($\Delta \sigma_{r1-s}$, $\Delta \sigma_{r2-s}$) at different level of probability in both groups. For the DW group, the registered lowering of muscle stiffness subsequently after the first and second rest periods was respectively 21% and 26%, which made a decrease of the observed stiffness by 3.6 kPa and 4.6 kPa, respectively, compared to the initial value of 1.7 kPa which made about 16% fall and was significantly higher than in the DB group. Considerable differences in muscle stiffness were also maintained in both groups after the second regeneration stage. Mean stiffness values after II regeneration stage $\Delta \sigma_{r2-s}$ in the DW group were lower by about 14% (1.6 kPa) compared to the DB group ($p < 0.005$).

### Table 1. Mean values of muscle stiffness changes in relation to initial stiffness in subsequent stages in experimental (DW) and control (DB) groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma_{r0-s}$ [kPa] $\bar{x} \pm s$</th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma_{w-s}$ [kPa] $\bar{x} \pm s$</th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma_{r1-s}$ [kPa] $\bar{x} \pm s$</th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma_{r2-s}$ [kPa] $\bar{x} \pm s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DW</strong></td>
<td>2.8 ± 3.87</td>
<td>4.9 ± 4.30</td>
<td>1.3 ± 2.29</td>
<td>0.3 ± 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DB</strong></td>
<td>2.3 ± 2.07</td>
<td>4.4 ± 2.50</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2.16</td>
<td>1.9 ± 1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta \sigma$ [kPa]</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>&lt; 0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p$ – the level of statistical significance of differences between mean values of muscle stiffness in the examined groups. NS – statistically insignificant.

In Table 1, results of testing significance of differences between mean values of muscle stress in both examined groups are presented.

The results of the one-way analysis of variance confirmed the occurrence of statistically significant differences for mean decreases of muscle stiffness recorded after the first regeneration $\Delta \sigma_{r1-s}$ between the groups ($p < 0.05$). For the DW group, a decrease of muscle stiffness $\Delta \sigma_{r1-s}$, after I regeneration stage compared to the initial value reached the value of 1.7 kPa which made about 16% fall and was significantly higher than in the DB group. Considerable differences in muscle stiffness were also maintained in both groups after the second regeneration stage. Mean stiffness values after II regeneration stage $\Delta \sigma_{r2-s}$ in the DW group were lower by about 14% (1.6 kPa) compared to the DB group ($p < 0.005$).

### 4. Discussion

Estimated engagement of muscles during exercise and efficient elimination of fatigue symptoms remain one of the main challenges in biomechanics. Classically, the level of muscles activity during exercise is often assessed with the use of the surface electromyography (sEMG). However, there are known limitations connected with applying the method while assessing muscle strength during kinetic exercises [11]. Due to changes of muscles length during kinetic exercise, different muscle strengths can be produced for the same levels of the muscle bioelectrical activation if it works at different lengths. The method does not provide any information on the passive strength whose participation in total stress value becomes very important after exceeding resting length (eccentric work). Moreover, occurrence of neuromuscular fatigue as well as auxotonic form of work practically make it impossible to determine connection between sEMG amplitude and the generated strength [20].
There are scientific reports claiming that, in the case of fatigue resulting from physical effort, the relaxation should have an active form. Mika et al. [21] proved that mild exercises applied after intensive physical effort can accelerate elimination of muscle fatigue symptoms and are more efficient than passive rest. According to Lattier et al. [16], a very important factor influencing acceleration of post-exercise relaxation and ability to undertake another effort is elimination of lactate from blood and muscles. Cafarelli et al. [7] believe that the processes can be accelerated by vibration which causes increase of blood circulation and may have the key importance in eliminating harmful substances from organism and delivering oxygen to muscles. The authors of the reports rarely observed differences between the influence of active and passive rest on parameters obtained during subsequent effort [17]. Moreover, Barnes et al. [3] think that additional work realised by muscles due to vibration effect could cause losses at the level of strength abilities of the examined muscles. The theory is supported by researches whose authors suggest that an increase of muscles contractions is accompanied by a decrease of their strength [9]. Other authors report that WBV does not help in muscles regeneration after exercise because when a muscle is damaged, it alters efficiency of WBV as a corrective measure [10]. Divergences of the obtained results can be caused by a different protocol of test exercise and measurement methods assessing efficiency of the applied method of relaxation. Another factor that has a significant influence on post-exercise regeneration effect can be improperly selected parameters of the vibration stimulus, especially frequency, amplitude, duration of stimulation and breaks, and position in which the vibration effect is applied.

According to Weber et al. [24], the best indication of proper muscles regeneration after physical effort is recovery of the muscles to the initial level or reaching hyper compensation. The most important information resulting from the tests is the observation that enhancing post-exercise muscle relaxation by vibration treatment affects lowering muscle stiffness more efficiently than passive rest. Vibration treatment on groups of lower limbs muscles fatigued due to physical effort that was applied during the first regeneration stage positively influenced their stiffness recovery close to the level recorded after warm-up. After the first regeneration stage, even slightly lower level of the engaged muscles stiffness was registered than before the physical effort. This observation suggests that it is possible to shorten duration of vibration treatment to achieve the most optimal effect.

After warm-up, the muscles are well prepared for physical effort featuring slightly higher stiffness values than in resting conditions [5]. It ensures effective undertaking subsequent efforts in a training unit. However, stiffness cannot be too high because of unfavourable phenomenon of increasing muscles viscosity.

In the control group, a 20-minute rest did not allow obtaining pre-exercise level of muscle stiffness, which suggests that muscles did not recover completely and were not ready to undertake subsequent submaximal effort. Slower pace in decrease of muscle stress values after exercise in the control group indicates that passive rest cannot affect relaxation of muscle tissue as efficiently as vibration treatment, which significantly lowers effectiveness of a training due to necessary longer resting breaks. It is also confirmed by tests of Mathesoni et al. [19] who found out that vibration stimulation more beneficially affects relaxation and lowering of muscle stress than resting in a lying position. Also, Issurin et al. [14] demonstrated in their research that vibration can cause relaxation of stressed muscles. Such tests results are confirmed by Opara et al. [22], who think that vibration massage ensures muscles relaxation and its general effect can also rely on relaxation and lowering emotional tensions. WBV induces slight muscles contractions based on muscles lengthening and shortening. Therefore, muscles with applied vibration treatment are forced to realise additional work [3]. That is why muscles regeneration, apart from essential restoration of energy substrates, should aim at fast recovery of stiffness values close to the values obtained after warm-up.

The second stage of passive rest that was applied in both groups was characterised by lower pace of muscle restitution than in the case of vibration therapy and resulted in recovery of muscle stiffness close to the resting level in the experimental group, whereas in the control group – to the level obtained after warm-up.

Recapitulating both stages of post-exercise restitution, it should be stated that recovery of muscle stiffness after submaximal effort to the level obtained after warm-up required about two times shorter vibration effect (ca. 15 min) than passive rest (ca. 30 min).

The level of regaining motor abilities of fatigued muscles is frequently assessed by examining motor effect (measurement of strength abilities, force in countermovement jump, etc.). However, these are indirect measurements and their results can be affected by other factors, not included in the measurement. Elastography offers direct measurement of stiffness in selected areas of muscle venter with the use of the ultrasound shear wave suppression level. The Supersonic
Aixplorer device used in the tests that measure muscle stiffness after post-exercise fatigue by shear-wave elastography can be an alternative for current methods of assessing restitution of muscle strength abilities. Bouillard et al. [6] demonstrated a strong linear dependence between the value of stiffness and angular momentum of the examined muscle structure while applying in their researches a measurement of muscles with the use elastography to estimate alterations in muscle strength abilities. According to them, the measurement of muscle stiffness can be a more precise method of measuring muscle strength abilities than examining functional biopotentials sEMG. Also Alfuraih et al. [1] suggest that shear-wave elastography ensures precise and reliable measurement of muscle stiffness, however, it should be emphasized that, as for all ultrasound measurements, it depends on the operator (mainly on the pressure of the head onto tissues found below) introducing the element of human error. That is why the authors of the present study applied an original attachment to hold the USG scanner head in which it allowed to minimize the level of measurement errors and to obtain reproducible results.

5. Conclusions

1. Application of vibration effect significantly more efficiently lowered the level of post-exercise muscle stiffness than passive rest.
2. No differentiation between the experimental and control groups was found within the range of increasing resting stiffness of muscles after warm-up and auxotonic submaximal effort.
3. Application of vibration effect during active muscle restitution between exercises can significantly shorten breaks in a training unit and improve efficiency of the training.
4. As a result of implemented improvements of the research method, application of shear-wave elastography turned out to be a useful and reliable tool for assessment of the muscle stiffness level at different stages of the experiment.
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